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• To stay in business, you must understand your company’s numbers.

• Communicate with customers to get ideas for new products.

• When you presell customers on upcoming products, they commit to your success. 

• Use incentives to motivate your sales team.

• All expansion strategies use vertical or horizontal growth, or a combination of both.

• To identify your best opportunities, measure the ratio of rewards to risks.

• Target your “Unique Selling Propositions” to highlight the value of your products to 
various customer segments.   

• Your brand names should communicate your marketing message quickly.

• As your company grows, nurture the employees who made it a success. Build new 
processes, but don’t disparage the old ways. 

• Your leadership qualities have a huge impact on the success of your larger company.
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  Relevance

What You Will Learn
In this Abstract, you will learn: 1) Why you want to make your small business larger; 2) How 
to use sales in product development; and 3) How to establish a great value proposition. 

Recommendation
Steve Kaplan communicates his vast business-development experience in focused, easily 
understandable prose. His writing is punchy and filled with illustrative vignettes to 
illustrate his points in an easy, entertaining way. While you must have frontline experience 
to build your organization, the basics Kaplan provides are a sound, necessary complement. 
He explains these core principles compactly and keeps the technical aspects fairly light. 
This sales and business growth manual is not directed to the sophisticated strategist, but to 
the bullet-point level entrepreneur who wants the how-to-expand formula without a lot of if-
this-then-that discussion. getAbstract can report from experience that informative reading 
on nurturing your business that is also this entertaining and accessible is hard to find. 

  Abstract

The Joy of Aging
As a general rule, businesses must grow or die. A company cannot just park itself at a 
comfortable size as the market continues to move and change around it. Failure to grow 
leaves gaps that your competitors can exploit. Whether your small business remains 
static because you fear risk, resist change, lack knowledge or can’t relinquish the past, 
the consequences are often the same. If you don’t grow, you will find it harder to compete 
in the ever-changing marketplace. 

Once you make the sensible decision to grow, don’t think that by simply pumping up 
revenues, only good things will follow. Carefully plan your approach to growth and err 
on the side of caution. While some ill-prepared businesspeople might get lucky enough 
to right their ships when storms hit, many others sink quickly. Analyze what you need to 
support growth, and figure out how to provide that capacity while still making a profit. 
Otherwise, growth will become a curse. Consider your sales, your infrastructure and 
what you will need to learn. 

Building a Foundation
First, be sure you understand your current business. Is the company as healthy as you 
think? Be sure you have a solid grasp of its real numbers. While you might find balance 
sheets boring, they are the lifeblood of your business. If you don’t understand the numbers 
at the core of your enterprise, you are a gambler, not an entrepreneur. If you are not willing 
to dig and do the hard work necessary at this stage, you are creating an environment for 
failure, not a framework for profitable expansion. A growth mindset has five components:

1. Face the realities of the downside.
2. Seek advice from those in a position to provide solid guidance.
3. Become comfortable with real and specific numbers.
4. Ask people to poke holes in your plan.
5. Do not allow your enthusiasm to overcome your reason.

“Growth is not 
only desirable, but 
necessary. To last, 
you have to grow. 
If you don’t grow, 
then it’s probably 
only a matter 
of time till your 
business bites 
the dust.”

“I evaluate each 
growth opportunity 
by comparing 
its potential risk 
with its possible 
rewards. I learned 
quite a while back 
that growth for the 
sake of growth 
is meaningless.”
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To get serious about the numbers in your growth plan, create realistic revenue and cost 
assumptions. To project income, list every flow of revenue your plan will generate; write 
a brief description of each one. Explain your sales plan for that revenue. Who are your 
potential customers? How many prospects will become buyers? How many unit sales at 
what average price do you need to reach your goals? How many selling days will you 
have per year for this product?

To consider costs in context, write an analysis showing how growth will affect your fixed 
expenses and what your variable costs will be as you grow. What do goods cost? What 
costs will you incur to acquire and support increased revenue? If you have to borrow 
money for growth, calculate its cost and cash flow. Test models with lower revenues and 
higher costs to see if the company is still an attractive opportunity. If your timeframe 
increases, does your plan still work?

Become adept at reading your projected revenue statement, cash flow statement, income 
statement and balance sheet. Unless you are a qualified accountant, work closely with 
one to ensure that you prepare and use these reports properly. Go beyond your actual 
reports from the last reporting period to create projections that will help you manage 
the current period profitably. As you gain better information or change how you operate, 
adjust these reports as needed. Avoid the trap of fudging reports to paint pleasant but 
phony pictures. Manage the real numbers.

Face the risks inherent to your business. List every possible risk, not just those you 
think are likely. Rare events still occur. Ask how much your actions can affect each risk. 
Decide (and write down) how likely each risk is and how severe it might be. Then draft 
the tactics you could use to manage each risk, either to lessen its chance of happening or 
to handle its impact if it does take place.  

Why Sales?
Obviously, your sales team is vital in bringing in revenue. However, your salespeople are 
also your key source of information about your customers and their needs. Use everything 
they know to help your company grow. Unlock revenues with five keys to sales success:

1. Learn as much as you can about your customers. 
2. Ask your customers what they need and share new product ideas with them.
3. Use your current customers to find new ones.
4. Use incentives to motivate your sales force.
5. Invest in employee development so staffers have the skills to help your firm grow.

Engage customers in developing new products or services. Will they commit to buy 
the product when you produce it? Will they place orders? What specific need should it 
address? If you can’t generate customer enthusiasm for a potential product or get anyone 
to commit beforehand, don’t develop it. If an idea draws enthusiasm, commitment and 
cash, you’re likely to have a winner.

Big is Good and Bigger is Better 
You make money when people pay you for goods and services. But look deeper. Consider 
the revenues you tallied earlier. Which subsets of customers provide the most revenue in 
each cash-flow stream? Group those subsets into lists of core revenue streams and try to 
identify any common attributes among those customers. What are their demographics? 
As you define the customers behind each source of revenue, ask how you can get more 
customers just like them. 

“How can these 
businesses 
experience 
disaster after 
a monumental 
increase in sales 
revenue?... they fail 
to plan for growth. 
In a nutshell, their 
infrastructure 
won’t support a 
bigger business.”

“Number 
crunching and 
analysis – is…
essential. Without 
numbers, business 
is just expensive 
gambling, with 
your own and other 
people’s money.”

“It’s just as 
perilous to 
underestimate 
costs as it is to 
overestimate 
revenues.”

“You do need…a 
good enough grasp 
of the numbers to 
know how much 
money you’re 
going to bring in, 
to make sound 
business decisions, 
and to ensure that 
you can meet your 
payroll and bills.”
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To analyze how your products fit various types of customers, create a matrix of your products 
and the types of customers you want to target, and compare them.Also ask yourself how 
you can provide more products and services to customers within each revenue stream. 
Selling more of the same goods to existing customers is the basis of “vertical growth.” 
Current customers may also want new or upgraded products that would be relatively 
easy for you to offer. 

Going after similar customers, but in a new locale, is one kind of “horizontal growth.” The 
other way to grow horizontally is to seek new kinds of customers for your products. You may 
find an untapped market. You don’t have to choose between horizontal or vertical growth; 
you can combine them. One way to create a fresh revenue stream is to take something your 
buyers use that you aren’t charging for and add a twist that lets you charge for it.   

Documents that Give You Data
To evaluate a new product’s risks versus its possible rewards, use a worksheet to grade 
the potential product from one to five on several scales: customer appeal, financial 
impact, organizational impact, need for leadership attention, relevance to your core 
business, overall risks, difficulty of implementation, adaptability to your current 
operational methods, potential success quantifiable in clear metrics and any other factors 
that are relevant in your industry. Repeat this analysis for each possible new product or 
opportunity, and rank all of them by point total. This will help you determine which of 
your available options is best.  

As you begin your new growth strategy, devise metrics to assess each relevant team, your 
leadership, the overall organization, your current business, the timeline for tasks, who 
is assigned to and accountable for each task, communication and your overall success. 
Track your progress in each area. If your core business begins to slip, you need to know 
and correct it quickly. If people are not doing their tasks, figure that out so you can get 
them back on track or replace them. 

Establishing Your Value and Selling Propositions
Your value is what your customer says it is. Customers each place their own value on your 
goods, and if the value is higher than their cost, they buy. Value is part perception and 
part reality. You can see the tangible impact of genuine value because when you properly 
maximize your value, you will have more sales, greater profits, a more powerful brand 
and a more vibrant company. This does not happen by accident. You must know which 
categories of customers like your products. Reach out to them, even if you just take a 
very short survey, and gather information about them and their reasons for buying what 
you sell. Nothing beats fieldwork, so go watch your customer make purchases and use 
your product. Get their reactions. 

Customers generally fall into four groups: those who seek high quality, great service, low 
price or satisfaction from owning your product. If you can categorize your customers, 
you can market to them more efficiently. 

Target your value proposition and state a “Unique Selling Proposition” (USP) that places 
your product above the competition. Use USPs to tout a superior product, to mitigate a 
product’s weak spot or to forestall issues raised by unsatisfied customers. Sometimes 
you can identify an audience of potential customers and use your USP to target them.  

Your brand is a powerful trade name that conveys rich messages to your customers for 
good or ill. To create a better brand name, first write every detail you can think of about 

“I’ve heard, seen 
and studied many 
plans for growth, 
and the best plans 
are usually 
the simplest.”

“After you’ve 
identifi ed as 
many potential 
risks as you can, 
start thinking 
about how you 
might eliminate, 
minimize or 
otherwise respond 
to…them.”

“Turning 
something that 
costs you money 
on the operational 
side of the business 
into something that 
makes you money 
on the revenue 
side – what a 
beautiful thing!”

“If you simply 
make someone 
accountable for 
a specifi c task…
things get done.”
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your product. Convert those details into one-, two- or three-word phrases with punch. 
Consider which needs the product’s USP satisfies for your consumer. Then create lists 
of possible product names that capture the essence of the details, punchy phrases and 
customer needs. Test the names with existing and potential customers, select one and 
promote it in a way that fits the reasons you chose it.  

Strategic alliances offer a way to reach new markets quickly. These relationships can be 
tricky, so go into an alliance with your eyes open; handle the business details up front. 
Don’t put yourself in a weak position, or give away your business or customers to a 
competitive ally. Once you are in an alliance, exploit it; make sure your staff members 
know how the deal benefits your company.

Fatal Errors
The biggest error entrepreneurs commit as they try to make their companies larger is 
failing to lead their employees. You may be used to doing everything yourself, but you 
that won’t work in your newly enlarged firm. If you lack sufficient people and adequate 
leadership skills, your dreams will falter. Monitor five pivotal qualities to check your 
effectiveness as a leader: 

1. Are you leading by example? 
2. Are the words you say and the actions you carry out consistent with each other? 
3. Do your employees come to you with their problems, issues and accomplishments? 
4. Are you supportive of your employees’ lives outside of work? 
5. Can you remain positive and energetic when times get hard? 

Don’t think that business processes are tools you can set aside and forget. To handle a 
marketplace in constant flux, monitor the effectiveness of your processes and polish them 
as needed. Those that worked for the smaller version of your firm will become less effective 
as you grow. They should serve your overall objectives, help build your firm, increase the 
skills of your people, help engineer growth and make the most of the firm’s value. 

Create a map for each of your business processes. List the actions you currently use 
to accomplish them. Think about how you can combine, eliminate and improve these 
actions to make the processes more efficient. Examine each process in terms of the 
company as it grows. Will it need to be replaced or modified in some way? Once you 
understand the improvements needed, create maps of the new processes.

Manage your organizational culture to ensure a smooth path for growth. Certain things 
must change along the way and some people will resist. Employees will feel pressured 
and that will make every action you take seem exaggerated in their eyes. So spend time 
with them, show personal interest and don’t gratuitously criticize the old ways. Give 
credit to the employees who did the work to accomplish your objectives and to protect you. 
Those who brought about change are more likely to accept it. Involve everyone; defuse 
resisters before they get started. When you need new leaders, promote those who helped 
create the company’s successes. Remember that when you use extra communication and 
greater transparency, things get done.

  About the Author
Steve Kaplan, a consultant and the author of the bestseller Bag the Elephant, works on 
helping businesses grow and improve. 

“Strategic alliances 
give your business 
the opportunity to 
grow by providing 
more products and 
services to more 
customers than 
you can offer on 
your own.”

“The very best way 
to plan for growth 
is to be alert to 
what customers 
want or are 
planning to do.”

“The ideas that... 
worked were those 
I had discussed in 
advance with 
my customers.”


